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To tag this review you must Login first. One of the most original websites to hit the adult market in over a
year, Money Talks is like a social experiment that found its way out of the lab and onto the streets. Ordinary
people are put to the test and asked what they are willing to do to earn some cold hard cash! This may sound
strange but a lot of the best content on Money Talks is not really the sexual stuff. Sure, the sex clips are damn
good but they have so much more. As to the sexual stuff, will a hot bartender go into the mens room and suck
off one of the crew for a few hundies? How about hot babes asked to go topless on the beach? What would it
take exactly to get some female track athletes out of their warm-up uniforms and into a threeway? Watching
these dudes ask is almost as much fun as seeing the results. You will be laughing while your cock will be
cumming. The worst part of Money Talks is you are bound to make a mess and have to wipe it up when yer
done! With the Network of sites updating every week your cock will never again be sitting around with
nothing to do! There is no DRM coding on the files so you can keep anything you download in your
permanent collection. Each and every episode has large format broadband enhanced files and shorter well
segmented dialup friendly versions as well. They even offer streaming versions for viewers who are afraid of
getting caught with porn on their home or work computers. To give you an idea how cool the producers are,
they actually ask you a five question survey after you sign up to make sure the kind of smut they are making is
exactly the kind of smut you want to be watching. When The Tongue mentioned one of their updates was
incomplete we were told it would be fixed immediately and minutes later the site was back to being damn near
perfect. Responsive customer support is rare in this industry and theirs deserves to be applauded. It is rare to
find a site that is truly different from all the other ones out there these days. This site has launched with a bang
and is heading in a direction that others will surely try to copy. When Money Talks to some of the cutest
amateur women in the world You must Login if you wish to add a comment. This adult site review of Money
Talks becomes much more meaningful as members of The Tongue use their own tastebuds to lick the site and
report back with comments. You can be the first tastebud to add your own porn site review for this site. Just
click the Add A Comment button to speak up.
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